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How are we predicting?
We are predicting a person's future career path based on:
The person's past education and experience.
The person's present education, role, and job(experience).
And then predicting the next role or position for the
person's career.

Past

Shreya did her bachelors in Electronics engineering

Present

At present she is pursuing her Master's in Computer Science (where she has
published 3 research papers)

Future
What her predicted career looks like

Product Manager
10%

Software Engineer
70%

Phd/researcher
20%

How does our prediction work?

Step 1: Collecting Dataset from LinkedIn
Step 2: Defining and assigning the dataset into different classes and labels
Step 3: Computing variance for each data set and feature selection
Step 4: Computing Entropy and Joint Entropy

Step : 1

Collecting Dataset from LinkedIn

LinkedIn DataSet

Step : 2

Defining and assigning into different classes and labels

Defining class and labels

Assigning into class labels

Step : 3

Computing variance and feature selection

The variance (σ 2 ) is a measure of how far each value in the data set is from the mean.

Features with the same value for all samples (variance=o) were eliminated

Features with the same value for all samples were eliminated

Step : 4

Computing Entropy & its interpretation

Shannon proposed a variant (Shannon’s Entropy)
• weighs the information based on the probability that an outcome will occur
Interpretations of Entropy
• Systems with one very common event has less entropy than systems
with many equally probable events

Entropy Results

Step : 5

Joint Entropy

• Select sets of features that have maximum joint entropy since these will
be the least aligned
• These features will provide the most additional information

Why Joint Entropy?

Joint entropy helps to select the features which give the most
information.
After our joint entropy calculations, the results concluded that all
the features were important for an accurate prediction.

Conclusion
Threshold set to 8

The list of redundant features are:

(Education)Law, Economy, Work
(Law), Marketing,
Publications (1-10)

Thank you!
Do you have any questions for us?

